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You're about to discover how to live a purpose-filled, fruitful, and intentional life as you manifest

success through Christ. This book is about developing and committing to seven highly effective

habits of successful Christians. If there is anyone in the world who is rooting for your success, it is

God! He wants you to thrive, to make it good in life, to be prosperous, and to be a blessing to many

others. But it takes a process. You will discover how you can level up in life by committing to habits

outlined in this book. Habits are actions that are learned and ingrained in your life. They have

become as natural as breathing as you continually practice them. You will do these things with such

precision and skill without giving it much thought. And because they are effective and based on

godly principles, you will surely be successful with everything you put your hands on. You will learn

the importance of discipline and living life with intention and purpose. You will also learn the power

of synergy as you connect with God and other Christians. Your life is not meant to be lived alone

and in obscurity. Most importantly, you will understand that your Christian walk is about developing

and maturing in the character of Christ. Without character, you will not be considered successful.

While the world sees power, wealth, or influence as success, the truth is that your character is the

core of your life and is the most essential success of all. You can be a source of encouragement,

joy, and peace. As you are successful in life, you will inspire others to a life of success with God.

Here is a preview of what you'll learn: The Importance of character ethics Giving God pre-eminence

in your life as a precursor to success How to number your days and gain wisdom for a victorious life
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This book is an uplifting, encouraging book--but also very practical. The author writes in a clear,

helpful fashion. The book is well laid-out, well-edited and really helps you to understand your bible. I

liked how simple and easy the author made it to understand the book and it was Christ-centered. I

also appreciate the fact that the true value of this book will not lie in having read and understood it,

but from having it change your daily life and practice.

I have faith in God that really gave me hope and wisdom to survive in this world. I got to the point to

read this awesome book because I want to learn more about it. Great having this book. I could feel

better and responsible person in every action and word that I may do/say. Then the style of writing

is easy to understand and precise. The author did a great job.

This book is inspired from Stephen Covey book with the flavour and the style of Janet Fuller. it

discusses the habits a Christian character should have. the habits are good and useful to follow. the

first habit is the paradigm shift. I liked the third habit "Make Every Day Count". Applying these habits

will make you better successful christian. it worth to read and easy to understand, but hard to

apply.what i did not like about this book is that the author is heavily affected by the book "The 7

Habits of Highly Effective People". I think Janet should put her vision into her own way and create

her own persona.

First and foremost, I am not a Christian. However i have read most of the 7 Habits books about

highly successful people and bought this book to have a different perspective. I am a free thinker

and accepts most beliefs, having said that, as an avid reader, this book is very informative in the

context how it portrays information. The book not only dishes out references from the bible it also

provides actions on how to actually make it practical to combine both action plans and spiritual

guidance. I love it when the author mentions about "Prayers are not only an emergency hotline" as

most people take it to be, and it should be a habit to form guidance. It also emphasizes meeting

people and working with others, a holistic habit. Overall the book was a short but good read and

provided me much needed spiritual aspects to my own habits and plans.

Prayer and good deeds always go hand in hand.My journey in this life is not always smooth and

problem free. However, I have a God who is bigger than my problems.This book is a wonderful and

practical guide on how to get the best out of our prayer habits. A wonderful supplement to our basic



spiritual reading book - the Bible. Full of practical tips on how to keep our focus on making prayer

and meditation a daily habit.

I am not much into religion but I did like the book. The book talks about the habits of successful

Christians. I do, however, think that anyone can apply this in their lives. I liked the habit of praying

daily. It does help you calm your mind. The book is concerned on developing the habits that will lead

to success.I recommend people to follow the habits provided in this book to be successful. The

habit "Make everyday count" was the most appealing.

Developing a habit that would cause a tremendous change in my life has been difficult overtime but

this guide has made such simpler and solid with the 7 highly effective habits of being a successful

Christian were highlighted in the book and trust me they are very effective.

This book examines the propensities a Christian character ought to have. the propensities are great

and helpful to take after. l truly appreciated written work my own particular statement of purpose and

adding to my objectives.
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